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Quentin DécailletViewSonic fundamental business philosophy is to offer an outstanding user experience to our customers, one that exceeds expectations. 
We want everybody to “See the Difference” that ViewSonic offers. 
As every photograph begins with an idea, the job of a photographer is to not only capture the vision, but manipulate it into art, bigger 
than life and beyond any initial expectations. ViewSonic new VP Series professional monitors for photographers were developed and 
designed specifically for color critical photographers' needs. ViewSonic co-works with professionals all over the world and here is what 
just few of them say about ViewSonic new VP Series line-up.

”As a photographer, light and color is so important. And, it’s important 
I see light and color to how it’s truly meant to be seen, just as I see 
it on the back of my camera or on the tether workstation. There is 
always joy in knowing you’ve nailed the shot and it’s critical I pass 
that same joy onto my clients who have invested into that image. 
ViewSonic and their brand new line of VP monitors have allowed me 
to see imagery in an entirely new light. With the help of the X-Rite i1 
Display Pro, I’m able to preserve color consistency and retain shadow 
density from capture to print”

”I absolutely love the VP2468! I like my workstation to not only look 
clean and modern, but also be functional. The VP2468 provides great 
and accurate color rendering— and isn’t that the most important 
part?! The fact that it can be hardware calibrated with the ViewSonic 
Colorbration Kit ensures that I can have accurate color throughout the 
years! The sleek—almost borderless— matte display is bright enough 
and doesn’t have any glare. The options for connectivity are perfect 
for anyone who wants to connect to a consistent and beautiful display 
in a studio (or guests), and the built-in USB 3.0 hub helps keep all my 
peripherals connected neatly!”

"As a fashion and commercial photographer, color is everything!! 
And that's why I love the new ViewSonic VP2468 Monitor and X-Rite 
calibration kit- renders colors beautifully and makes my work more 
vibrant than ever- bright, crisp, true to color, and has no glare that 
distracts from the image!! I love the seamless design (edge to edge), 
performance and the ability to change the angles of the monitor to fit 
my vertical images full screen!! Whether I am working on set shooting 
tethered to a computer and use the monitor for client viewing or I am 
editing in studio, the VP2468 external monitor definitely delivers!!"

”Photography is all about light and colors, thus without a monitor 
that can reproduce what your camera and lens have captured, you 
are blind. With the VP2768 I feel like someone wearing glasses for 
the first time: I see things on my computer like I’ve never seen them 
before”



99% sRGB Color Coverage & 
10 bit Color

Hardware Calibration Function

Unbounded Visual Experience and 
Ergonomic Design

Flawless Color Reproduction

Future-Proof

A Bigger Way to 4K Your Creations

A 99% sRGB color coverage reproduces real life 
colors, ensuring that images align perfectly with 
industry color standards.  10 Bit color depth 
generates 1.07 billion color, which is nearly 70% 
more color than conventional monitor.  In addition, a 
14-bit 3D look-up table creates a vast palette of 4.39 
trillion colors and selects the most appropriate tones 
from RGB values for a smooth color gradation.

Each ViewSonic VP3268-4K monitor is calibrated 
during production to deliver a remarkable Delta 
E<2 color accuracy for stunning color reproduction 
that provides consistent and real life imagery every 
time. ViewSonic’s uniformity correction improves 
delta luminance variance to < 5% for more 
consistent brightness  across the entire screen and 
avoids fluctuation in color temperatures. 

Co-developed with color management experts X-rite, VP3268-
4K supports hardware calibration function that aligns graphics 
card and monitor scalar to ensure long-term consistency and 
accurate color output.

* Hardware calibration function works with X-rite 
   I1 Display pro, I1 pro2 calibrator.

VP3268-4K supports playback of HDR10, which 
displays the maximum details possible for richer 
color and a better visual experience.  HDMI, USB 
3.0, DisplayPort, and Mini DP inputs offer better 
connectivity. In addition, VP3268-4K also comes 
with future-proof HDCP2.2 to prevent digital image 
and audio resources from being infringed upon or 
copied and to ensure the compatibility with future 
4K content.

4 sided frameless design creates a seamless visual 
experience  without the distraction of a bulky border.  A full 
range of swivel, pivot, tilt, and height adjustment provides 
increased comfort and productivity. The built-in G sensor 
allows screen images to pivot automatically and fill the 
screen when positioned vertically in both clockwise and 
anti-clockwise direction.

ViewSonic 
VP3268-4K
ViewSonic’s VP3268-4K 
professional monitor is 
a 31.5” display with 4K 
UHD clarity, superior 
IPS panel and hardware 
calibration functionality 
that delivers ultimate 
image quality and 
reliable long-term 
performance, perfect 
for photographers and 
videographers. 



99% sRGB Color Coverage Hardware Calibration 
Function

Ergonomic DesignFlawless Color Reproduction Seeing without Boundaries

Beauty Rediscovered

A 99% sRGB color coverage reproduces richer and more 
vivid colors, ensuring that images align perfectly with 
industry color standards.  In addition, a 14-bit 3D 
look-up table creates a vast palette of 4.39 trillion colors 
and selects the most appropriate tones from RGB values 
for a smooth color gradation.

Each ViewSonic professional monitor is calibrated 
during production to deliver a remarkable Delta E<2 
color accuracy for a stunning color reproduction 
that is nearly indistinguishable from real life 
color for consistent and brilliant imagery every 
time.  ViewSonic’s uniformity correction balances 
luminance performance on VP68 series with 
calculated precision, improving delta luminance 
variance to less than 5% for more consistent 
brightness across the entire screen and avoids 
fluctuation in color temperatures.

Co-developed with color 
management experts X-rite, VP2768 
and VP2468 support hardware 
calibration function that aligns 
graphics card and monitor scalar to 
ensure long-term consistency and 
accurate color output. 

* Hardware calibration function 
works with X-rite I1 Display pro, I1 
pro2 calibrator.

The 4 sided frameless design creates 
a seamless visual experience whether 
on its own or side-by-side in a multi-
monitor setups without the distraction 
of a bulky border.  Users can enjoy 
a cleaner and smoother editing 
experience when extending content.  
Daisy chain connections help maintain 
a tidy workspace and easy cable 
management.

A full range of swivel, pivot, 
tilt, and height adjustment 
provides increased comfort 
and productivity. The built-in 
G sensor allows screen images 
to pivot automatically and fill 
the screen when positioned 
vertically in both clockwise and 
anti-clockwise direction.

ViewSonic 
VP2768/VP2468

Engineered to deliver unmatched 
color accuracy crucial for 
professional applications, the 
ViewSonic® VP2768 and VP2468 
hardware calibration monitors 
display your work with the vivid 
and lifelike color it deserves. 
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VP3268-4K VP2768 VP2468

LCD Display 32w" 16:9 IPS 27"w 16:9 IPS 24"w 16:9 IPS

Display Size 80.01cm / 31.5" 68.47cm / 27" 60.45cm / 23.8"

Native Resolution 3840 x 2160 2560 x 1440 1920 x 1080

Color Coverage*
sRGB:100% Coverage, REC709:100% 

Coverage *color gamut coverage may vary 
1% depending on color mode.

99.92% sRGB, 77.86% Adobe RGB, 
76.88% NTSC, 100% SMPTE, 99.98% EBU, 

99.98% REC709

100% sRGB, 76.75% Adobe RGB, 72.57% 
NTSC, 100% SMPTE, 98.28% EBU, 100% 

REC709

Contrast 
(Typical) 1300:1 1000:1 1000:1

Viewing Angle 
CR>10 178/178 178/178 178/178

Response time 
(GtG) 5 ms 5 ms 5 ms

Brightness (nits) 350 350 250

Dynamic 
Contrast Ratio 20,000,000:1 20,000,000:1 20,000,000:1

Connectors

Speakers(W) 5W x 2 NA NA

Audio In / out 3.5mm Mini Phone Jack Audio out x 1, 
in x 1 3.5mm Mini Phone Jack Audio out x 1 3.5mm Mini Phone Jack Audio out x 1 

Video  DisplayPort in 1.2a x 1, Mini DP 1.2a x 1 
,HDMI 2.0 x 2

DisplayPort in 1.2a x 1, Display Port Out x 1, 
Mini DP 1.2a x 1 ,HDMI 1.4 x 2

 DisplayPort 1.4 HDR ready x 1, Mini DP 1.4 
HDR ready x 1, HDMI 2.0 x 2

USB Hub
(Ports x Type) 1 up, 4 down 1 up, 4 down 1 up, 4 down

Ergonomics

Ergonomics Tilt: -5/+21, Swivel: 120, Pivot: 180, 
HeightAdjust:0-130mm

Tilt: -5/+21, Swivel: 120, Pivot: 180, 
HeightAdjust:0-130mm

Tilt: -5/+21, Swivel: 120, Pivot: 180, 
HeightAdjust:0-130mm

Dimensions

Dimension 
with Stand 713.60 (W) x 636.08 (H) x 265.33 (D) 613.0 (W) x 540.43 (H) x 214.96 (D) 538.67 (W) x 519.48 (H) x 215 (D)

Dimension 
Without Stand 713.60 (W) x 410.00 (H) x 52.50 (D) 613.0 (W) x 352.7 (H) x 50.3 (D) 538.67 (W) x 310.52 (H) x 48.08 (D)

Weight (Net)

Weight 
With Stand 10.33kg 6.88kg 5.65kg

Weight 
Without Stand 6.43kg 4.39kg 3.19kg

Other

Power 
Consumption 51W (typ.) / 38W (Eco Mode Conserve) 32W (typ.) / 22.5W (Eco Mode Conserve) 22W (typ.) / 17W (Eco Mode Conserve)

Kensington 
Security Lock Yes Yes Yes

VESA Wall mount 
(mm) 100 x 100 100 x 100 100 x 100

ECO Mode Yes Yes Yes

Flicker Free & 
Blue Light Filter Yes Yes Yes

Compliance EnergyStar, EPEAT, CE, CU / EAC, WEEE, 
ROHS, ErP

EnergyStar, EPEAT, CE, CU / EAC, TCO, 
WEEE, ROHS, ErP

EnergyStar, EPEAT, CE, CU / EAC, TCO, 
WEEE, ROHS, ErP

Specifications

*color gamut coverage may vary 1% depending on color mode.


